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A B S T R A C T 

A co-orbital asteroid shares the orbit of a secondary body about its primary. Though more commonly encountered as an asteroid 

that shares a planet’s orbit around the Sun, a co-orbital asteroid could similarly share the orbit of the Moon around the Earth. 
Though such asteroids would be close to the Earth and so relatively bright, their rapid on-sky motion is such that they might escape 
detection by near-Earth asteroid surv e ys. The disco v ery of such lunar co-orbital asteroids (which we will refer to generically 

here as Lunar Trojans or LTs) would advance our understanding of inner Solar System orbital dynamics and would provide 
research opportunities for the growing number of missions slated for cislunar space. No LT asteroids are currently known and 

the last published surv e y dedicated to these asteroids was conducted nearly 40 yr ago. It has been theoretically determined that 
orbits near the Earth–Moon L4 and L5 points could survive for several million years. Although this time-scale is shorter than 

the lifetime of the Solar System, it introduces the possibility of the temporary capture of asteroids into the LT state. This project 
aims to observationally evaluate the population of LTs with modern techniques. Using four small ground-based telescopes from 

the iTelescope network, 8340 deg 

2 on the sky were surveyed down to 15th mag. Though one fast-moving near-Earth object was 
detected, no LTs were observed. We deduce an upper limit of � 5 LTs with H < 26. 

K ey words: methods: observ ational – surv e ys – minor planets, asteroids: general – Moon – planets and satellites: detection. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

round-based telescopic small body surv e ys hav e become increas-
ngly sophisticated o v er the last few decades, and are the primary

echanism for the disco v ery and study of the near-Earth asteroid
NEA) population. There are currently o v er 26 000 known NEAs
ccording to the International Astronomical Union’ s (IA U) Minor
lanet Center (MPC). 1 Of these, 2255 are potentially hazardous
steroids [PHAs, indicating that it poses a hypothetical threat of
mpact, having an Earth minimum orbital intersection distance
MOID) less than 0.05 au, and an absolute magnitude H < 22.0;
tkinson, Tickell & Williams 2000 ; Stokes & Yeomans 2003 ], 940
ave diameters > 1 km, and as a population present a non-zero risk
o our planet. 

The value of asteroid/comet surv e ys goes beyond planetary
efence, serving to further our scientific understanding of these
ock y/ic y bodies as well. Asteroids and comets are the lefto v er
emnants from the earliest eras of the Solar System and therefore can
rovide us with clues about its formation. Interactions with small
odies likely played an important role in the evolution of Earth and
ts biosphere. The valuable information these bodies hold about early
imes is not otherwise easily obtainable. 

This project consists of a sky survey directed at asteroids that are
o-orbital with the Moon. Co-orbital bodies can be of several types
discussed further below), of which the trojan asteroid subclass is
 E-mail: cgregg2@uwo.ca 
 Available online at https:// minorplanetcenter.net/ mpc/ summary 
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Pub
he best known. For simplicity we will refer to all lunar co-orbitals
s Lunar Trojans (LTs) here, as searches for all lunar co-orbital
ypes proceed along very much the same lines. No asteroid of this
ype has been disco v ered to date. If a LT were to be disco v ered
t would be, and remain, roughly at the lunar distance (LD) from
arth, providing researchers with the opportunity to do a long-term
tudy on a nearby asteroid, potentially answering questions such as
hether asteroids played a role in bringing the necessities of life,

ik e w ater or organic molecules, to our planet, or in the Late Heavy
ombardment ( ́Cuk & Gladman 2009 ). 
The disco v ery of a LT would be rele v ant to the successors to

ASA’s Asteroid Redirect Mission (ARM), also known as the
steroid Retrie v al and Utilization (ARU) mission. The mission

oncept had the objective of robotically returning a multiton boulder
rom a large NEA to cislunar space, with the goals of enabling
esource utilization; human exploration; enhancing NEA detection,
racking, and characterization for planetary defence; and demon-
trating planetary defence techniques (Mazanek et al. 2015 ). LTs are
uch closer and have lower Delta- v ( �v) requirements than typical
EAs. The disco v ery of a LT would also permit asteroid resource
tilization without the need for a retrie v al mission, and enabling
pace mining opportunities such as those explored by the Trans
stronautica (TransAstra) Corporation 2 (e.g. mining for water–ice

o enable self-sustaining space missions). LTs would also provide
cientific targets and resources to the planned lunar orbiting space
tation Lunar Gateway , now known as The Gateway , a part of
 See ht tps://www.transast racorp.com/
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he Artemis missions (Smith et al. 2020 ), making surv e ys for LTs
articularly timely. 

.1 Trojan and co-orbital dynamics 

he special solutions of the three-body problem resulting in the 
ve Lagrange points have been well studied since their disco v ery
y Leonhard Euler and Joseph-Louis Lagrange in the 18th century 
Euler 1767 ; Lagrange 1772 ). The three collinear Lagrange points
L1, L2, and L3) are saddle points of the total potential (grav-
tational + centrifugal) in the rotating frame. Particles displaced 
lightly from these points will continue to mo v e a way; these three
ocations are unstable. The triangular Lagrange points lie ±60 ◦ from 

he secondary body about its orbit from the perspective of the primary
ody (L4 and L5, respectively). A particle from these locations 
erturbed slightly can librate about these points and remain stable 
ndefinitely (Murray & Dermott 1999 ). 

The Lagrange points are just the beginning of the discussion of
o-orbital objects that are in a 1:1 mean-motion resonance with larger 
odies in the Solar System. Material that librates about these stable 
4 and L5 positions are considered to be on tadpole orbits due to

heir shape in the rotating frame at the orbital frequency of the two
assive bodies. Material can also be trapped in horseshoe orbits 

also named from their shape in the rotating frame) encircling the 
3, L4, and L5 positions (Murray & Dermott 1999 ). Retrograde or
uasi-satellites have motions that resemble that of satellites, ho we ver 
nlike traditional satellites, quasi-satellites lie outside of the Hill 
phere of the primary body and are unstable in the inner Solar System
Mikkola & Innanen 1997 ). Additionally, compound co-orbital states 
hat include one or more of these types of motion and that may

o v e between states o v er time are also possible (Wiegert, Innanen &
ikkola 1997 ). 
Each of these co-orbital states could exist in the Earth–Moon 

ystem as well. Ho we v er, the on-sk y motion of these different states
ould be very similar and the differences only apparent after long 

imes (usually tens to hundreds of orbits). As a result we will not
ake fine distinctions between these states here and refer to them 

ollectively as LTs. 

.2 Trojan populations in the Solar System 

he Jupiter Trojan asteroids in the Sun–Jupiter system are the 
ost famous co-orbital population in our Solar System. This large 

thousands) population of asteroids at the L4 and L5 positions can 
rift up to 40 ◦ from the nominal L points ( ́Erdi, Forg ́acs-Dajka &
 ̈uli 2013 ). Ho we ver, the Jupiter Trojans are not the only kno wn
opulation of trojan asteroids. As of 2021 June the MPC lists 28
eptune Trojans, 9 Martian Trojans, 1 Earth Trojan, and 1 Uranus 
rojan (see Alexandersen et al. 2021 for a re vie w). 
Though no bodies are known at the Earth–Moon triangular points, 

he presence of a meteoric population there was proposed by Moulton 
 1900 ), and their presence has been debated since Kordylewski 
 1961 ) first claimed their observation. These so-called Kordylewski 
ust clouds are so faint that proving their existence has been 
ather difficult. Sl ́ız-Balogh, Barta & Horv ́ath ( 2018 ) concluded

on the basis of polarimetric observations – that they do exist 
espite the Japanese Hiten space probe not finding an increase in 
he concentration of dust compared to the surrounding space when 
assing through the Earth–Moon L4 and L5 points (Igenbergs et al. 
991 ). 
An important moti v ation for this study is that there is theoretical

vidence that LTs could exist under the right conditions. Lissauer & 
hambers ( 2008 ) used numerical integrations to determine that orbits 
ear the Earth–Moon L4 and L5 points can survive for several million
ears, even when solar perturbations and the far smaller perturbations 
rom other planets are included. On astronomical time-scales these 
rbits are unstable, suggesting that if any object were to be present
ow, it most likely entered the region in the relatively recent past.
issauer & Chambers ( 2008 ) findings thus introduce the possibility
f the Earth–Moon system capturing a temporary lunar co-orbital 
steroid, or a LT, for a long period of time (humanly speaking), that
 ould lik ely be in a tadpole or horseshoe orbit with the Moon about

he Earth. 

.2.1 Minimoons 

here is another class of minor bodies, originally predicted by 
hant ( 1913 ) and Denning ( 1916 ), that should be included in the
iscussion of near-Earth space: temporarily captured orbiters (TCOs) 
r minimoons. As asteroids pass near Earth their orbits can be altered
y the Earth or the Moon’s gravitational attraction, a fraction can
e captured as minimoons for a few orbits (Clark et al. 2016 ).
here have been two observed minimoons of Earth, 2006 RH 120 

Kwiatkowski et al. 2009 ) and 2020 CD 3 (Fedorets et al. 2020 ).
lthough minimoons are not confined to the lunar orbit, it is possible

or one to be observed when surveying for LTs. 

.3 Sur v ey moti v ation 

he most recent published surv e y dedicated to the search for LTs
as conducted by Valdes & Freitas ( 1983 ) nearly 40 yr ago. They
 x ecuted a photographic search of the five Earth–Moon Lagrangian
ositions (and surrounding areas), as well as the L2 position in
he Sun–Earth system. Their observations were obtained through a 
.61-m telescope at the Warner and Swasey Observatory. Their data 
panned 60 ◦ along the lunar orbital path by 5 ◦ around the L5 position,
nd 48 ◦ × 5 ◦ around L4. Three pairs of photographic images were
aken for the L4 and L5 positions tracking at different rates: the first
f which was sidereal, then the telescope tracked the predicted stable
ibration orbital positions as computed by the team, and then at the
unar rate. Each plate was scanned using a stereoscopic microscope 
nd light table. For a few plates, they were able to digitize the images
nd run an automated search. Despite their efforts, no natural or
rtificial objects were found. 

Since the Valdes & Freitas ( 1983 ) search, technology has pushed
orward our ability to conduct such surv e ys. A few of the major
urv e ys currently operating include Spacewatch, the Catalina Sky 
urv e y, the P anoramic Surv e y Telescope And Rapid Response
ystem (Pan-STARRS), and the Asteroid Terrestrial-impact Last 
lert System (ATLAS). Importantly, not all of these surv e ys routinely

earch for objects moving as fast as LTs, which move on average at
3 ◦ d −1 (discussed later in this section). As a result, LTs may have
one unobserved despite the unprecedented telescopic co v erage of 
ear-Earth space modern surv e ys pro vide. 
The Spacewatch project employs both a 0.9-m and a 1.8-m 

elescope. Searches for near-Earth objects (NEOs, indicating that 
he objects perihelion distance lies within 1.3 au of the Sun) are
erformed for on-sky motions between 0 . ◦05 and 2 . ◦5 d −1 , co v ering
400 deg 2 of sky each lunation on average, usually concentrated on
he ecliptic (McMillan & Spacewatch Team 2007 ). The Catalina Sky
urv e y uses their 0.68-m and 1.5-m telescopes in their search for
HAs, with a 1.0-m follow-up telescope. This surv e y has been one
f the most successful in its operation, having disco v ered nearly half
MNRAS 511, 5396–5404 (2022) 
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Figure 1. The simulated range of apparent on-sky angular velocities of the 
potential LTs. The solid blue histogram represents the velocities as seen from 

the Earth’s centre (MPC code: 500). The red step histogram is viewed from 

the Siding Spring Observatory (Q62), the black step histogram is viewed from 

Astrocamp (I89), and the green step histogram is viewed from New Mexico 
Skies (H06). There is a broadening of the range of apparent on-sky angular 
v elocities when observ ed from the Earth’s surface caused by the rotational 
motion of the observatories around the geocentre. 
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f the known NEO population (Christensen et al. 2018 ). We have not
een able to find the range of on-sky angular velocities the Catalina
k y Surv e y is able to detect in the literature, ho we ver, based upon
EA disco v eries such as 2014 AA, they are able to reach at least
 . ◦5 d −1 (Farnocchia et al. 2016 ). Pan-STARRS is able to search the
ntire sky north of −30 ◦ in declination multiple times a year with
he use of two 1.8-m telescopes. They are able to detect objects with
n-sky angular velocities from 0 . ◦3 to 0 . ◦7 d −1 and 1 . ◦2 to 5 ◦ d −1 

Denneau et al. 2013 ). ATLAS also has a primary goal of finding
HAs using their 0.5-m telescopes. Because of their large field of
iew (FoV) and short 30 s exposures, ATLAS is able to detect almost
ny asteroid brighter than their sensitivity limit at a declination north
f −35 ◦, including objects moving as fast as 50 ◦ d −1 at their closest
pproach (Tonry et al. 2018 ). 

Although current sky surveys searching for NEOs are very capable
urv e ys, the inherent high-speed motion of LTs may allow them to
lude these searches. The Moon traverses the night sky at an average
ngular velocity of 13 . ◦2 d −1 . If an asteroid is co-orbital with the
oon about the Earth, its e xpected av erage on-sk y angular v elocity
ould also be 13 . ◦2 d −1 . If ho we ver, the asteroid is in a tadpole orbit

ibrating about these points, or a horseshoe orbit, enclosing these
oints, there would be a range of motion these bodies could have
entred on this average, which will be examined next. 

.3.1 Simulated on-sky motion 

o obtain a better understanding of the possible on-sky motion of
 LT, we used a numerical simulation of hypothetical lunar co-
rbital particles to reveal the range of motions expected. The motion
f an ideal trojan asteroid is restricted to the triangular Lagrange
oints themselves, but real LTs could be almost anywhere along the
ntirety of the Moon’s orbit. To determine optimal search rates for
Ts, a set of hypothetical LTs is simulated within a Solar System
odel that includes the Sun, the eight planets, and the Moon, with

nitial conditions determined from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
JPL) DE405 ephemeris (Standish 1998 ). 1000 test particles in
rbit around the Earth are added, with semimajor axes a within
30 per cent of the Moon’s value, eccentricities e between 0.01 and

.3, inclinations i of 0 ◦–45 ◦, and other angular elements randomized.
ost of these are not co-orbital with the Moon and quickly escape

he Earth–Moon system. The 55 of which remain near the Moon’s
rbit after 500 dynamical times (about 40 Earth yr) are taken as
epresentative of a temporarily captured co-orbital population. The
n-sky motions as observed from different locations on the Earth
re used to determine the range of on-sky motions that set the basic
arameters of this surv e y. These can be seen in Fig. 1 . From this we
ound for an observer at the Earth’s centre, LTs move at a range of
400–2700 arcsec h −1 or 9 . ◦33–18 . ◦00 d −1 , centred on an average of
3 . ◦00 d −1 . 

.3.2 The need for a dedicated survey 

hough LTs could be detected by the major NEO surv e ys, most
urv e ys are looking for asteroids at rates of motion that might cause
hem to fail to detect LTs, even if these LTs appear in their images.
he most likely exception is ATLAS, which does have the capability

o detect objects with the necessary range of on-sky speeds. The
TLAS surv e y may in fact have already ef fecti vely done the search

or LTs much better than we can here. Yet it is unclear whether their
earch process – the on-sky search rate of which is not fully detailed
n the literature and which may be tuned to the more common and
NRAS 511, 5396–5404 (2022) 
uch slower on-sky speeds of typical NEAs – would detect LTs and
ith what efficiency. Here we aim to optimize our search process

pecifically for LTs in an attempt to address the existence of LTs
irectly. 

 M E T H O D S  

his Lunar Trojan Asteroid Surv e y utilizes the iTelescope network 3 

o surv e y the sk y along the Moon’s orbit. iTelescope is a not-for-
rofit organization that allows public access to a series of telescopes
ia the internet. There are currently five observatories around the
orld on the network, with a total of 20 operational telescopes that

ange from small refractors up to metre-class reflectors. For our
urv e y, we chose two telescopes from each hemisphere, allowing us
o take advantage of the best weather across the world throughout
he year and the position on the sky of the lunar orbital path. All
our telescopes are relatively small aperture refractors with large
oVs and modest limiting magnitudes: T8 and T9 of the Siding
pring Observatory in New South Wales, Australia (Q62); T16 of
strocamp in Nerpio, Spain (I89); and T20 of New Mexico Skies in
ayhill, New Mexico, USA (H06). The properties of these telescopes

an be seen in Table 1 . These telescopes were selected by comparing
hree important properties: FoV, limiting magnitude, and cost per
maging time. From the three properties, these four telescopes were
etermined to be the most cost efficient per deg 2 while still reaching
 significant limiting magnitude in a 30 s exposure. 

.1 Apparent on-sky angular velocity range 

he predicted apparent on-sky angular velocities for a LT, as seen
rom the Earth’s centre, is 1400–2700 arcsec h −1 or 9 . ◦33–18 . ◦00 d −1 

solid blue histogram in Fig. 1 ). Ho we ver, this range widens when
bserving from locations on the Earth’s surface. The rotation of the
arth creates appreciable motion due to the changing parallax for
uch nearby asteroids. Therefore, the hypothetical LT simulation

art/stac165_f1.eps
https://www.itelescope.net/
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Table 1. The properties of the telescopes used in this Lunar Trojan Asteroid Surv e y. The limiting 
magnitude is calculated for the 30 s exposure time used here. 

Telescope Aperture (mm) FoV (arcmin 2 ) Limiting magnitude Pixel size (arcsec 2 ) 

T8 106 239 × 239 16.4 3.5 × 3.5 
T9 127 189 × 189 16.4 2.75 × 2.75 
T16 150 115 × 115 16.5 1.69 × 1.69 
T20 106 156 × 234 15.8 3.5 × 3.5 

Figure 2. An example of how the Lunar Trojan Asteroid Surv e y images a 
2 × 4 grid. The first 2 × 2 set (green) is imaged in chronological order, then 
repeated for a total of three images in each field before moving on to the 
second set (blue). All adjacent images are o v erlapped by 10 per cent of the 
telescopes FoV to ensure no gaps in the sky coverage of the survey. This 
example is centred on the Earth–Moon L4 position on 2021 January 1, at 
00:00 UTC , as seen from the Siding Spring Observatory. 
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Figure 3. The apparent magnitude of the theoretical LTs, calculated as a 
function of diameter (in m) at 50 per cent and 100 per cent phases for albedos 
of p = 0.03, p = 0.1, and p = 0.15. Assumed values are G = 0.15, R = 1 au, 
and � = 0.00256956 au. The limiting magnitude of the four telescopes used 
in this surv e y is also plotted to visualize our capabilities. The red dashed line 
is the limiting magnitude of T8, T9, and T16 (16.4), while the blue dashed 
line is the limiting magnitude of T20 (15.8). 
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as used to determine the on-sky motion for an observer at each of
he three observatories used in this surv e y. As e xpected, the range of
he on-sky speeds widens for each location, all in a similar manner.
his effect can be seen in the step histograms in Fig. 1 . This provided
s with a possible range of 900–3500 arcsec h −1 or 6 . ◦00–23 . ◦33 d −1 ,
ith a mean of 1970 arcsec h −1 or 13 . ◦13 d −1 . 

.2 Sur v ey technique 

he differentiating factor of this surv e y is the image cadence. Our
adence is specifically optimized to observe very fast moving objects 
s they traverse the night sky. 

This surv e y collected data in units of 2 × 2 grids. A 2 × 2 grid
ade of four fields on the sky is imaged sequentially, then repeated

hree times. This process allows the surv e y to have repeated images
f the same area of the sky quickly, yet leaves enough time between
he images for objects such as LTs to mo v e against the background
tars. This is important for detecting these fast moving LTs, as too
ong of a cadence can result in the asteroid moving out of the FoV
etween images, and therefore becoming undetectable. A full night 
f surv e ying consisted of a larger grid centred on a region of the lunar
rbital path at the highest altitude on the sky for that night ( > 50 ◦

as preferred). This larger grid was broken down into units of 2 × 2
rids and once one unit was repeated three times, the next unit would
egin. A graphical representation of the imaging process for a 2 × 4
rid, split up into two units of 2 × 2 grids is seen in Fig. 2 . 
A 30 s exposure, captured with an equipped clear (‘luminance’) 

lter, is used throughout the surv e y. This allows the telescopes to
each a reasonable limiting magnitude while still minimizing the 
mount of trailing that would be produced for objects moving at
pparent on-sky angular velocities up to 23 . ◦33 d −1 . A 30 s exposure
ime on a 2 × 2 grid of images, with telescope slewing time taken into
onsideration, results in a typical cadence of 15 min between each
mage of the same area of the sky. Objects moving at 6 . ◦00–23 . ◦33 d −1 

ill mo v e 225–875 arcsec in these 15 min, which translates to 79–
06 pixels for our average pixel size. Though optimized for LTs, this
adence makes it possible to expand the searchable on-sky angular 
elocities range down to lower values, allowing for the detection of
ther fast moving NEOs. For reference, the smallest FoV telescope 
sed in this surv e y is T16 (115.0’x115.0’). A LT mo ving at 6 . ◦00–
3 . ◦33 d −1 will traverse the entire FoV in 2.0–7.7 h. 

.3 Apparent magnitude and asteroid size estimates 

he apparent magnitude of these theoretical LTs is calculated from 

 routinely used set of formulas that can convert an apparent
agnitude to a diameter using the well-known Hen ye y–Greenstein 

HG) formalism outlined by Bowell et al. ( 1989 ) and the equation for
iameter outlined by Harris & Harris ( 1997 ). 
We assume the values: slope parameter G = 0.15, distance from

he Sun R = 1 au, and distance from the Earth � = 0.00256956 au
the average LD). With these values, the apparent magnitude of the
heoretical LTs is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of asteroid diameter,
rom 1 to 100 m, using a phase angle of 0 and π/2 (100 per cent and
0 per cent illumination phases, respectively), with varying albedo 
alues of typical of NEOs: 0.03, 0.1, and 0.15 (Hartmann 2005 ).
verlaid on this plot is the limiting magnitude of the telescopes

or a 30 s exposure, illustrating our survey’s capability of detecting
Ts down to a size of approximately 5 m in diameter when fully
lluminated with an albedo of 0.15. At lower albedos and illumination
MNRAS 511, 5396–5404 (2022) 
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hases, the size limit increases, reaching roughly 60 m at 50 per cent
hase with an albedo of 0.03. 

.4 Data collection and processing 

Telescope images were automatically bias, dark, and flat-field
orrected. These calibrated images were downloaded from their
erver and plate solved using the PinPoint Astrometric Engine 4 from
C-3 Dreams. Once completed, the images are ready for processing

n the search for moving sources. 
The search for moving sources is done with a PYTHON code used in

revious work for main-belt asteroid detection in archival telescope
mages (Wiegert et al. 2007 ; Gilbert & Wiegert 2009 , 2010 ; August &

iegert 2013 ). This code takes a triplet of images of the same area
f the sky and uses the software package SEXTRACTOR (Bertin &
rnouts 1996 ) to locate the sources in each image. Stationary sources

re remo v ed, and the remaining list is examined for moving sources
onsistent with the range of on-sky motions being searched for.
andidate moving sources are presented to a human operator for
erification. 

Here we require that the source is moving in a nearly straight path at
 nearly constant rate of motion within any image triplet. Specifically,
he motion from the first to the second image was taken to define a
traight line; and then the on-sky motion of the source between the
econd and third images had to land at the nominal location within a
olerance corresponding to 10 per cent of the e xpected on-sk y speed.

Our set minimum and maximum apparent angular velocities were
00–3000 arcsec h −1 , or 2 ◦–20 ◦ d −1 . This range of apparent angular
 elocities e xtends below the 6 ◦ d −1 e xpected minimum on-sk y rate
f motion of a LT. This broadens the surv e ys capabilities be yond
Ts to more common NEAs. Tricarico ( 2017 ) states that 99 per cent
f NEAs have apparent on-sky angular velocities below 10 ◦ d −1 

nd 90 per cent below 3 ◦ d −1 . As a result, our surv e y is capable
f detecting some fraction of the fastest NEAs. We also note that
ccording to the JPL’s HORIZONS, 5 the minimoons 2006 RH 120 

nd 2020 CD 3 had ranges of on-sky apparent angular velocities
f 0 . ◦3–61 . ◦5 d −1 and 0 . ◦1–27 . ◦9 d −1 , respectively, when captured
y Earth. Although the minimum and maximum ranges of motion
or these minimoons are beyond the capabilities of this surv e y,
ur surv e y does heavily o v erlap their on-sk y rates of motion. We
ote that our software’s maximum detectable velocity threshold
3000 arcsec h −1 ) was set below the maximum simulated on-sky
elocity (3500 arcsec h −1 , Fig. 1 ). This was needed to limit the
urv e y softw are f alse detection rate, though it does exclude a small
raction of the possible on-sky speeds. 

.4.1 Detection efficiency test 

o properly test the efficiency of the moving source detection
oftware, artificial asteroids with randomized rates and directions
f motion and magnitudes were implanted into real images taken
y each of the telescopes. These images were then searched for the
eeded sources using the detection software. To accurately model the
otion of LTs on and across the images, proper trailing and deviation

rom straight line of motion (curvature) was accounted for. 
The trailing was accounted for by creating trailed artificial sources

or implantation. This was accomplished by co-adding the Gaussian
NRAS 511, 5396–5404 (2022) 
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ource corresponding to a 1 s exposure in 30 consecutive locations
ccording to the rate of motion for the random artificial asteroid. 

The curvature of the LTs was established from the numerical sim-
lations used previously in Section 1.3.1 to determine the expected
n-sky motion. The deviation from a straight line was typically
10 arcsec in declination and ±20 arcsec in right ascension during

he image sequence. These correspond to on-sky speed variations
f a few per cent, within the 10 per cent tolerances set in the
oftware. Curvatures at these levels were introduced randomly into
ur artificially implanted images to properly account for its effect on
ur detection pipeline. 
Each telescope was tested by implanting 1000 artificial asteroids
oving at random on-sky rates of motion between 300 and 3000 arc-

ec h −1 with random magnitudes between 8.0 and 18.0. The seeded
mages were then run through the moving source detection software.

The detection efficiency as a function of apparent magnitude is
hown in detail in Appendix A . For T8, the limiting magnitude was
etermined to be ≈16.5. For T9, it was 16. For T20, it was 15.
here is no effect of apparent on-sky angular velocity on detection
fficiency in these three telescopes. 

For T16, the limiting magnitude was determined to be ≈15.5.
n this case, there is an observed decrease in detection efficiency
ith apparent on-sky angular velocity. This is likely caused by

he small pixel size (1.69 arcsec) causing additional trailing losses,
nd the slow telescope slewing causing a longer typical cadence.
his effect is most important for LTs with on-sky angular velocities
 2000 arcsec h −1 . 
The detailed results for each telescope can be seen in the his-

ograms of Appendix A . 

 RESULTS  A N D  DI SCUSSI ON  

.1 Sur v ey results 

he surv e y was conducted for 12 months, resulting in 882 fields of
hree images that were searched for moving sources. The coverage of
he surv e y, with respect to the lunar orbit, can be seen in Fig. 4 . The
urv e y co v ered areas of the lunar orbit e xtending from an angular
istance of ±30 ◦ to ±180 ◦ from the Moon along its orbit. 
The 882 fields the surv e y captured totalled 8340 deg 2 . If this total

urv e y area is compared to the area of the entire celestial sphere,
he surv e y amounts to nearly 20 per cent co v erage. In practice, the
urv e y focused along the lunar orbit, repeating some regions more
han once. 

The region of interest is that ±10 ◦ latitude from the on-sky lunar
ath (7200 de g 2 ). Ne glecting the re gion with ±30 ◦ of the Moon,
hich cannot be ef fecti vely searched due to lunar interference, leaves
000 de g 2 . Our surv e y area concentrated on this region and imaged
6 per cent of it (4570 deg 2 ) at least once. 
No LTs were disco v ered during this surv e y. Giv en the rapid rate

hat LTs are expected to move on the sky, and that our survey images
o v ered an area roughly 20 per cent of the total celestial sphere,
e estimate � 5 asteroids that are co-orbital with the Moon at the
resent time, down to our limiting magnitude, between 15.0 and
6.0. A more precise limit on the number of LTs would require more
areful modelling of the expected LT directions and speeds of motion
elative to our actual coverage and image timing; nevertheless our
stimate is likely accurate to a factor of 2. 

A 15–16th mag asteroid (which is equi v alent to an asteroid
ith absolute magnitude H ≈ 26.4–27.4 under our assumed surv e y

onditions) corresponds to a range of sizes given the possible albedos
nd phases of observation. As seen in Fig. 3 , our minimum observable
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Figure 4. The total co v erage of the Lunar Trojan Asteroid Surv e y, relativ e to the on-sky lunar orbital path. In this depiction, the Moon remains at the point (0, 
0) for all times. The L4 and L5 Lagrange points are illustrated by triangles, clearly displaying the surv e ys co v erage of these particular re gions. The images are 
colour coded to represent the telescope the data were obtained by. 

Figure 5. Asteroid diameter as a function of albedo for a theoretical LT at 
an apparent magnitude of 15.0 (red) and 16.0 (black), each when seen at 
50 per cent (dashed line), 79 per cent (solid line), and 100 per cent (dash–dot 
line) illumination phases. Assumed values are G = 0.15, R = 1 au, and � = 

0.00256956 au. 
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iameter ranges from roughly 5 to 60 m. Fig. 5 compares asteroid
iameter and albedo for 50 per cent and 100 per cent illumination 
hases, as well as the surv e y’s e xpected av erage phase of 79 per cent,
or a 15.0 and 16.0 mag object. For a typical NEA albedo of 0.08
Ryan & Woodward 2010 ), the corresponding size is 15 m in diameter
or a 16.0 mag object, and 24 m for a 15.0 mag object. Our surv e y
annot ef fecti vely set a limit on the number of LTs on the Moon’s
rbit at smaller sizes. 
F or a conclusiv e estimate, we use our lower end of the limiting
agnitude. We then estimate � 5 asteroids that are co-orbital with the
oon at the present time, down to our limiting magnitude of 15.0,

nd therefore with H < 26.4. For an albedo of 0.08, this corresponds
o objects with diameters > 24 m. 
.2 NEA detection – ALA2xH 

hilst the surv e y did not see any LTs, on the night of 2020
o v ember 17 a detection was made of a 15.0 mag object, moving

t 810 arcsec h −1 or 5 . ◦4 d −1 o v er a 0.37 h arc. This observation
s shown in Fig. 6 . Known objects in the same region of the sky
ere checked through the MPC’s MPChecker 6 and NEOChecker, 7 

ith no positive match. The observation was submitted to the MPC,
nd follow-up images of the object were attempted, but unfortunately 
hese were unsuccessful due to poor weather conditions and telescope 
 vailability. The MPC ga ve the object a temporary designation
LA2xH . 
When reported to the MPC, JPL’s Scout 8 provides a trajectory 

nalysis and hazard assessment of the observed object, including a 
ikelihood score of it being a NEO, PHA, geocentric, cometary, and
aving an interior-to-Earth orbit (IEO). Scout gave the observation 
f ALA2xH a 100 per cent likelihood score of the object being a
EO, 5 per cent of being a PHA, 0 per cent of being geocentric,
0 per cent of being cometary, and 0 per cent of having an IEO.
cout also gave ALA2xH a modest risk of impacting Earth (a 2 on a
cale of 0–4). It is estimated to be H = 24.3 (50–100 m in diameter)
ith a most probable closest approach of 0.05 LD, or 19 220 km ( ≈3
 ⊕). Though no follow-up observations were obtained, by us or by
thers, this detection is a substantial proof of concept for this surv e y.

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

his Lunar Trojan Asteroid Surv e y succeeded in surv e ying much of
he Moon’s orbit during the 12 months of its operation. The surv e y
as designed to detect LTs and other bodies moving with apparent
MNRAS 511, 5396–5404 (2022) 
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M

Figure 6. The disco v ery images of ALA2xH, a 15.0 mag asteroid moving at 810 arcsec h −1 , observed by T16 in Nerpio, Spain at the Astrocamp Observatory. 
The image sequence starts at 23:09:42 UTC on 2020 No v ember 17 with time intervals of 9 min 22 s and 12 min 35 s. 
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n-sky angular velocities of 2 ◦–20 ◦ d −1 down to the 15th mag. No
Ts were disco v ered. 
Our surv e y did ho we v er detect one fast-mo ving NEA. This H =

4.3 asteroid, with the temporary designation ALA2xH, had a close
pproach with Earth, having a most probable miss distance of 0.05
D ( ≈3 R ⊕). The asteroid was moving below the minimum expected
otion of a LT when observed but did elude the major surveys. 
From our analysis, we can set an upper limit of � 5 LTs that

urrently exist with H < 26.4. For our average observed phase of
9 per cent, this corresponds to asteroids > 40 m for an albedo of
.03, > 24 m for an albedo of 0.08, and > 18 m for an albedo of 0.15.
The value of asteroids, particularly nearby ones, will only grow as

umanity becomes increasingly active in near-Earth space. Though
Ts may not be a particularly abundant population, they may still
e present in small numbers, only awaiting detection to unlock
heir potential. Larger and more sophisticated surv e ys for them are
ncouraged. 
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igure A1. The left-hand panel displays the magnitudes of the 1000 implanted 
 v erlayed with the red step histogram of the detected magnitudes. The right-hand 
rtificial asteroids on a T8 image displayed with the solid blue histogram, o v erlay
5 per cent detection rate for asteroids with apparent magnitudes ≤15.0 and 83 p
here is no effect of apparent on-sky angular velocity on detection efficiency. 

igure A2. The left-hand panel displays the magnitudes of the 1000 implanted 
 v erlayed with the red step histogram of the detected magnitudes. The right-hand 
rtificial asteroids on a T9 image displayed with the solid blue histogram, o v erlay
0 per cent detection rate for asteroids with apparent magnitudes ≤15.0 and 83 p
here is no effect of apparent on-sky angular velocity on detection efficiency. 
PPENDI X  A :  DETECTI ON  EFFI CI ENCY  

LOTS  

istograms displaying the artificial asteroids results from each of 
he telescopes used in this surv e y (Figs A1 –A4 ). Each telescope has
wo plots associated with it, one presenting the magnitude of the
etections compared to the implanted magnitudes, and one for the 
etected and implanted apparent on-sky angular velocities. 
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Figure A3. The left-hand panel displays the magnitudes of the 1000 implanted artificial asteroids on a T16 image displayed with the solid blue histogram, 
o v erlayed with the red step histogram of the detected magnitudes. The right-hand panel displays the apparent on-sky angular velocities of the 1000 implanted 
artificial asteroids on a T16 image displayed with the solid blue histogram, o v erlayed with the red step histogram of the detected velocities. The result gives 
a 77 per cent detection rate for asteroids with apparent magnitudes ≤15.0 and 70 per cent with apparent magnitude ≤16.0. The limiting magnitude is ≈15.5. 
There is an effect of apparent on-sky angular velocity on detection efficiency seen for T16. This is expected to be caused by the small pixel size (1.69 arcsec) 
and the slow telescope slewing, causing a longer typical cadence. 

Figure A4. The left-hand panel displays the magnitudes of the 1000 implanted artificial asteroids on a T20 image displayed with the solid blue histogram, 
o v erlayed with the red step histogram of the detected magnitudes. The right-hand panel displays the apparent on-sky angular velocities of the 1000 implanted 
artificial asteroids on a T20 image displayed with the solid blue histogram, o v erlayed with the red step histogram of the detected velocities. The result gives 
a 72 per cent detection rate for asteroids with apparent magnitudes ≤15.0 and 63 per cent with apparent magnitude ≤16.0. The limiting magnitude is ≈15.0. 
There is no effect of apparent on-sky angular velocity on detection efficiency. 
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